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GGPoker is a poker room of the Asian GGNetwork, designed for recreational players. The
key features of this poker room  are soft player pool, not allowing to use poker
software, a large number of cash games and tournaments of all  stakes.
There are various
additional options available here, which you can’t find in many other poker rooms, such
as insurance in  case of knock-out before the prize zone and the buy and sale of shares
in tournaments.
You can play GGPoker on  desktop app or mobile app with iOS or Android.
To start playing poker on your PC, you need to download  a desktop poker app from the
official website.
How to install GGPoker on your PC
To download and install the GGPoker
desktop  app on your computer, you need to do the following algorithm of actions:
Visit
the official poker room website or its  current mirror. Click on the red «Download»
button in the upper left corner of the screen. Open the downloaded file,  select the
program language and start its installation. Run the installed app and login/register
to the poker room.
After that you  will have access to all the features of GGPoker —
real and virtual money games, money transactions, participation in the  bonus program,
communication with the support team and everything else.
Advantages and disadvantages
of the PC app
PC app of GGPoker is  a really convenient and user friendly for playing
poker on your computer. It has such the following advantages:
A large number  of
available cash games and tournaments with all limits, as well as freerolls and
satellites for large online series. A  simple and intuitive interface with sophisticated
internal systems for filtering and sorting games by type, number of players, buy-in and
 other parameters. Convenient game table design, allowing to adjust its theme, color of
the card deck and various animations. Modern  software with lots of additional features
like insurance against bubble knock-out and loss with a strong hand, buying and selling
 shares in tournaments and Smart HUD (VPIP and the % of wins of the opponent, the number
of played handouts,  personal statistics when playing against him). Uninterrupted work
in any country of the world, bypassing all possible blockages of providers.
The  only
disadvantage of the GGPoker desktop app may concern only some regulars — it is
prohibited to use third-party poker  software. However, new players and fans of poker
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will only benefit from this.
What if GGPoker I can’t install the app  on
desktop?
Usually download and install of GGPoker app on a computers goes smoothly.
However, in some rare cases, players are  unable to install the app, which is usually
solved by running the program as an administrator or by clearing memory  of the hard
disk drive (HDD).
If you can’t open the official GGPoker website in your country
because of provider blocks,  you can use its current mirror or VPN-program to access
it.
How to download GGPoker on MacOS
Users of MacOS computers can  also play GGPoker,
but before downloading the app few more steps are required:
At main menu open «Security
& Privacy» section  of settings. Click the lock icon and enter your username and
password in the window that opens. Allow installation of  files from third-party sources
by placing a dot near «Anywhere» (in this case it is safe, GGPoker app does not  contain
any malware).
Then the user can download GGPoker to his MacOS device. This software is
to app on Windows by  its functionality and interface.
GGPoker desktop app allows to
enjoy all the features of this poker room, including playing at any  cash tables and in
all tournaments, depositing and withdrawing from your account, participating in a bonus
program and numerous additional  options.  
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